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Abstract
Meshes obtained from laser scanner data often contain topological noise due to inaccuracies in the
scanning and merging process. This topological noise complicates subsequent operations such as
remeshing, parameterization and smoothing. We introduce an approach that removes unnecessary
nontrivial topology from meshes. Using a local wave front traversal, we discover the local topologies of the mesh and identify features such as small tunnels. We then identify non-separating cuts
along which we cut and seal the mesh, reducing the genus and thus the topological complexity of
the mesh.
1 Introduction
Acquisition of computer models with highly detailed geometry is currently practical due to
developments in laser range finder technology. Huge volumes of geometric data are routinely
acquired and used in design, manufacturing, and entertainment. Raw irregular meshes coming from
model acquisition contain millions of triangles, and require efficient processing tools. Such data is
typically converted into a more efficient and “regular” representation such as NURBS or other
spline/subdivisionbased multiresolution surface representations. This process is called remeshing in
the graphics literature [22][18] [21][25][24]. Several remeshing methods use simplification
hierarchies of the initial irregular mesh in order to build efficient computational procedures.
However, raw irregular meshes extracted from noisy volumetric data often have small tunnels and
handles: artifacts of the acquisition process. We present an algorithm to eliminate such topological

“noise”, greatly improving the construction of the simplification hierarchy and thus in turn, improving the final remeshed model.
Scanned geometry can easily contain millions of data points, therefore the manual removal of
artifacts is a tedious and time-consuming task; we would like to automate this process as much as
possible. However, scanned models, such as mechanical parts, potentially have important nontrivial topology (holes, handles, tunnels, etc.). One therefore needs a clear criteria to discern which
tunnels can be safely removed algorithmically. The contribution of this paper is to introduce a
simple criteria for identifying topological noise, and a fast algorithm that finds small tunnels in the
data, and removes them one by one. The user can control criteria to help determine which tunnels
are noise and which are inherent to the model. In addition, we show that the performance of the
naive implementation of our topology filtering algorithm can be significantly improved by a
preprocessing step. [Insert Figure 1]
To demonstrate our approach we apply our technique to a variety of the Stanford laser range
finder datasets. For example, we consider the dataset of the David’s head from Stanford’s
Michelangelo project [26]. The original irregular mesh has genus 340. Obviously, none of these
340 tiny tunnels are actually present in the original
sculpture, therefore all these tunnels (or handles) can be removed to facilitate further processing
tasks. An irregular mesh of David’s head containing more than a million triangles is processed by
our algorithm in one hour, removing 313 (92%) of the tunnels automatically. The algorithm can
also be run in an interactive mode leaving the decision to remove bigger handles to a user.
Complete filtering can also be made efficient using a combined filtering and simplification
approach (see section 3 for more details).

1.1 Setting
The main application of our method is the processing of meshes coming from 3D model
acquisition such as laser scanning. During acquisition, a complex model is often built from several
scans. Each scanning pass produces a grid of points in space possibly with holes. A number of
popular mesh reconstruction methods [9][31] [19] combine several range maps using an auxiliary
volumetric representation: a signed distance volume constructed from a collection of scans. An
isosurface is then extracted using the Marching Cubes algorithm [27]. The result is an irregular
mesh that is a proper manifold with boundary. The data coming from the scanner can be noisy and
incomplete, hence the noise in the signed distance volume.
While the manifold property of the extracted surface can be guaranteed with small modifications
to the original Marching Cubes algorithm[23], we observe that for noisy data it still produces
topological artifacts such as tiny handles. It is often important to remove these handles so that they
do not encumber later processing, such as simplification [20], smoothing, denoising [10], and
remeshing. Figure 8 shows the result of applying a smoothing procedure to a mesh with handles.
While most of the surface gets smoother, the areas containing handles have visible artifacts.
The effect of small handles on simplification algorithms requires a more careful explanation. One
can distinguish two classes of simplification procedures: the algorithms of the first class assume
that the original mesh is a proper manifold with a boundary and preserve the genus of the surface
for each simplification step. Such simplification is often used as an integral part of some larger
multiresolution processing procedure that may rely on the topological equivalence of meshes on
different levels of the hierarchy [25][8][17] [35][18]. This kind of simplification algorithm will
clearly benefit from topological noise removal – we show several examples of such improvements
in Section 3. The simplification algorithms of the second class (e.g. [15]) do not assume the mani-

fold property and will therefore simplify the given mesh (or polygon/edge soup, or simplicial
complex[30]) with out noticing small tunnels and handles. However, these algorithms are useful
only for simplification per se, and despite starting with a proper manifold they cannot guarantee
that the manifold property will be maintained for coarser levels of the hierarchy.
1.2 Related work
A variety of researchers have relied on coding or matching the topology of a given mesh to a new
configuration [29][3][4]. Most recently a lot of attention has been directed towards general
simplicial complexes. Specifically, the problem of preserving the topology of simplicial
complexes while applying edge contractions was considered by Dey et al [34]. The recent paper
by Edelsbrunner et al.[11] considers topological simplification in the context of alpha complexes.
It is worth noting that topological simplification of simplicial complexes in R3 is a much harder
and less intuitive problem than the one we consider.
El-Sana and Varshney [12][13] address a similar problem of controlled topology simplification
for polygonal models. Their approach identifies removable tunnels by rolling a sphere of small
radius over the object and filling the tunnels that are not accessible. The method performs well
for mechanical CAD models. The interaction between mesh and topology simplification is also
considered. Our approach is different in that it identifies tunnels by working within the surface,
and thus can be applied to self-intersecting meshes as long as they are topologically 2-manifolds.
Also, the focus of our work is to identify very small tunnels in noisy meshes.
Work has been done by Stander et al [33] on using critical points from Morse theory to guarantee
the topology of the polygonization of an implicit surface. It is difficult to generalize this work to

the irregular mesh setting without becoming computational intensive (see [6] for a potential
solution). We focus on discrete methods that can rapidly discover the topology.
Recent work by Wood et al [37] presented an algorithm to quickly identify and reconstruct the
topology of a surface implicitly represented in a volume. This work uses a wave front traversal in
order to identify the global topology of the surface. The algorithm presented here has similarities
but is generalized to the mesh setting with optimizations to discover small local topology and
with optimizations to identify topological events. This work is closely related to work done by
Axen [7] which relates a discrete wavefront traversal and critical points from Morse theory.
It is worth noting that there is another way to potentially “filter” or smooth the noisy topology
of scanned data by smoothing/down-sampling the initial volume data. Although this approach
may remove many of the
small tunnels present in the data, it will do so in an uncontrolled manner and will potentially wipe
out other features of the model (thin tubes and connected components could be broken apart and the
finer detailed geometry will disappear). Recent work by Gerstner and Pajarola [16] on topology
preserving volume simplification is one potential solution to try to control the effect of the downsampling, however, presently this work offers no method to distinguish important topology inherent
to the model (such as a large handle) and small tunnels.
Finally, a great deal of work has been focused on simplifying meshes in general. Work by both
Popovic and Hoppe [30] and Garland and Heckbert [15] could be applied to simplify “away” the
small noisy tunnels present in the scanned meshes. However, in our work we seek more explicit
topology changes that can be potentially adapted in a multiresolution processing algorithms such
as MAPS [25].
1.3 Overview of the algorithm [Insert Figure 2]

We follow an approach similar to the ones presented in Wood et al. [37] and Axen et al.[7]. We
grow an open region by adding faces one by one, while explicitly maintaining the active front
edges. Every time a boundary component of the growing region touches itself along an edge, we
split this boundary into two smaller boundary fronts and continue propagation. This results in a
tree of active front components. Whenever boundaries of two different components touch along an
edge, we claim to have found a handle. There are two stopping criteria for our region growing
procedure – we either exhaust all the faces that are closer than some given radius from the seed
face, or we actually find a handle in which case the growing stops and the mesh is cut along a nonseparating curve. This operation does not change the connectedness of the surface but does reduce
its genus introducing two new holes (boundaries), which are later triangulated using methods
described in [32][25], or commercial packages [1][2]. (Figure 2 illustrates this process.) In this
way, we remove the small handles one by one, filtering the local topology of the mesh.
2 Algorithm
We consider a triangular mesh M = (K, x) where K = V ∪ E ∪ F is an abstract simplicial complex
representing the connectivity of the mesh (V, E, and F are sets of vertices, edges, and faces,

correspondingly), and x : V → R3 is the coordinate function that gives the coordinates of every
vertex of V. x can be extended to the polytope |K| of K using barycentric coordinates [28]. In this
paper the focus is on meshes extracted as isosurfaces of certain volumetric functions, and
therefore, such meshes are guaranteed to be oriented manifolds. Thus, all meshes considered in
this paper are presumed to be oriented manifolds with boundary. Topology of such surfaces is
easily characterized by their genus.
2.1 m-Closures

Our interest lies in finding “small” tunnels in the mesh, where the “smallness” will be defined later.
Thus, we need to characterize topological properties of local regions of the mesh. For example,
given a collection of faces T = {t1, t2, ... , tk} we would like to explore topological properties of the
surface region defined by this set of faces. One way to approach this characterization would be to
find the closure T¯ in K, and look at its properties. Note that the closure T¯ for arbitrary T may not
have the manifold property anymore, see Figure 3 for example. It is in fact a subcomplex of K and
can be characterized as a general 2-complex, see [36]. However, that characterization is far too
general for our purposes here. We therefore introduce a different “closure” operation that for a
mesh region builds a corresponding mesh that is a manifold with boundary, and as such can be
easily described by its genus. We call this operation manifold closure or simply m-closure, defined
as follows.
First, note that Figure 3 represents the only way that T¯ can be non-manifold. Moreover, it can be
fixed with the following procedure (see Figure 3 for an illustration): for every non-manifold vertex
v ∈ T ¯ its star neighborhood in T ¯ can be written as union of a number of semi-stars Hv : , where

~Nv i=1 Hv = {v}, a n d e a c h s e m i - s t a r i s o f t h e f o r : H ^ (i ) = { { v } , { v , u o } ,
{ V , u o , u 1 }, … , { v . u k - 1 , u k } } .

We define the m-closure of T in K as the mesh obtained from T ¯ by splitting every non-manifold
vertex v with Nv adjacent semi-stars into Nv vertices v(1), ... , v(Nv), and replacing each occurrence of v
in the simplices of StT¯v by the appropriate new vertex depending on which semi-star they belong to.
We denote the resulting mesh as ¯mT. Note that the interiors of m-closure and usual closure coincide:
int T¯ = int ¯mT.
2.2 Small tunnels

It is now necessary to define which tunnels need to be removed. For that purpose, we consider the
dual graph (F, E') of the mesh M where a dual edge (t1, t2) between two faces of the mesh is in E'
if t1 and t2 share a (primal) edge in the triangulation. If some non-negative weight function w is
defined on E', we can now define the distance d(s, t) between any two faces s and t as the minimal sum of weights over all the paths in the dual graph. One easy example is given by setting
w(e') = 1 for every e' ∈ E'. It is also possible to make weights that would approximate geodesic
distances on a manifold. In this paper we use w ≡ 1.

Now we can give the general principle that we use to remove small tunnels:
ε-simple meshes
Mesh M is ε-simple if for every face t ∈ F the m-closure of dual ε-ball m¯ {s : d(s, t) < ε} is of

genus zero.

Our goal therefore becomes to convert a given mesh into an ε-simple mesh. This can be done by
finding closed cuts that leave the mesh connected. Each such cut will reduce the genus of the
surface by one. In the following sections, we introduce an algorithm to find such non-separating
closed cuts (a cut is non-separating if it leaves the surface connected [5].) These cuts will be found
inside the corresponding ε-balls; note however that such short non-separating cuts can exist in
meshes that are ε-simple for small ε, such as the ones containing long narrow handles, see Figure
2(f). However, it is not clear that such long handles should be automatically removed. In our
approach, we will only find cuts corresponding to handles that are completely contained in small
regions of the mesh. 2.3 Region growing

In this section we describe an algorithm that looks for tunnels in the neighborhood of a seed
face. Later, in Section 2.6 we explain a global search for tunnels that will use this local
procedure as an elementary operation.
The local procedure starts with a seed face tseed ∈ F. The faces from the ε-ball around tseed

are considered one by one in the order produced by using Dijkstra’s algorithm on the dual graph.
Thus, a sequence t1, t2, ... , tk is constructed.ff We define the i-th active region as Ai (tseed ) := m
ltseed,

t1, . . . , ti} for i = 1, ... , k. Algorithmically, the active region is grown one face at a time,

while the explicit representation of active boundaries is maintained. Every time a new face is
added, we check the genus of the resulting active region. The process starts with one triangle
which is obviously of genus zero. We then proceed either until all the faces of the ε-ball are
exhausted, or until we find that after the current triangle is added, the genus of the active region
has grown. If the latter happens, the region growing stops and a non-separating closed cut is
found inside the active region. We then cut the mesh (possibly locally subdividing it), seal the
two resulting holes, and start with the current seed face again. Thus, the small tunnels in the
mesh are extinguished one by one.
We now describe the particulars of maintaining the active region and tracking its genus.
2.4 Evolution of the active region
Suppose the active region A is given and another face t needs to be added to it. By construction,
A ∩ t contains an edge. The change of active region is performed using the following three
operations: add-triangle, close-crack, and merge-edge 1 . We describe these operations below in
more detail. [Insert Figure 4]

1

'Note that there is no need for a merge-vertex operation (when a single vertex is adjacent to more than two boundary edges) due to mclosure.

Add-triangle
We assume that the active region and the new incoming triangle share at least one common edge.
Then the add-triangle operation adds the triangle to the active region by merging across a
common edge. The resulting mesh has one more face, two more edges, and one more vertex than
the original one (see Figure 4(a)). The number of boundary components does not change. Thus,
the genus of the corresponding mesh region does not change. Indeed, [Figure 5]
Since the genus of the region is g = 1 − X/2, and X is unchanged, the genus of the current mesh
region is preserved during the add-triangle operation.
In order to find the non-intersecting cut later, each face stores a pointer to the face to which it was
added. To set up the notation, let t be the new face and t ' E A be a face from the active region that
shared a common edge with t. We call t ' the parent of t, or t ' = parent(t).
Close-crack
Once the new triangle is added to the mesh we need to resolve possible self-adjacencies along the
boundary. One local inconsistency is depicted in Figure 4(b). We fix the boundary locally by
eliminating two boundary edges. The resulting mesh has one less edge, and one less vertex than
the original one. The number of faces and boundary components does not change. Thus, the genus
of the corresponding mesh does not change. Again,

Merge-edge

The last operation required to maintain a consistent active region is not local, in that it requires
adjacency tests between different parts of the boundaries, or even between different boundary
components. Indeed, the close-crack operation cannot resolve situations such as the one shown in
Figure 4(c). Here two edges lying on two separate pieces of the boundary of the current region
correspond to the same edge of the original mesh. We fix this inconsistency by merging the current
region(s) across this edge. As a result the number of boundary components will either increase by
one (when the merged edges belong to the same boundary component), or decrease by one (when
two different boundary components become one). Note that these two cases closely correspond to
the topological events described in [37], when the active edge front either splits into two when a
handle in the surface is encountered, or when it merges back into a single front at the other side of
the handle. The merge-edge operation results in one less edge and two less vertices for the active
region, and the number of faces does not change. Depending on the value of the change in the
number of boundary components we will encounter two cases: [Insert Figure 7]
In this last case the genus of the active region increases by one. When this final case is
detected, we proceed by performing a non-separating cut, thus reducing the genus by one.
2.5 Cutting the mesh
In this section, we describe how a non-separating cut is found inside the active region after a
merge-edge operation has merged two boundary components. Suppose that the two boundaries
merged along the edge eM = {v(1),v(2)} = t(1) n t(2). We build two sequences of faces, p(1) and p
(2)

, defined as p(j) = (tij), ... , tK; ), where t k+1 = parent(tk ), j = 1, 2. Note that both of these face

paths end at the original seed face which has no parent. After excluding a common tail of these two
paths we have a closed path in the dual graph of the active region. It is then possible to subdivide

the faces on this closed path so that there is a closed cut along the edges of this locally subdivided
mesh which does not intersect itself, see Figure 6. Note that this path is completely inside the
interior of the current active mesh region.
We can also prove that this cut is non-separating, that is, it leaves the active mesh region (and
hence the mesh itself) connected. In order to prove that we simply notice that the two vertices v(1)
and v(2) lie on the different sides of the cut locally but we can reach v(2) from v(1) by following the
boundary of the current active region (we can do that because the cut is fully inside the active region
and thus does not touch the boundary). We also further reduce the length of the cut, by using
reductions similar to the one shown in Figure 6. During these reductions we do not allow faces t(1)
and t(2) to disappear, therefore the [Insert figure 6] argument above still holds. We then seal these
two new gaps in the mesh, and thus remove the handle.
The subdivision performed during the cut computation changes distances in the dual graph. We
fix this problem by assigning zero weights to the new edges introduced during subdivision (of
course, the dual edges corresponding to the edges in the cut itself simply disappear from the dual
graph of the modified mesh.)
2.6 Global procedure and preprocessing
In the previous section we described a procedure that grows a mesh region of some radius e > 0
centered at a seed face and removes all the tunnels that are discovered inside this mesh region one
by one. We can run this procedure starting from all the faces in the original mesh. This will
produce a mesh that is e-simple. However, as e grows the running times of this naive algorithm
become unacceptable. We propose a preprocessing step that excludes large portions of seed faces
from the consideration. We rely on the following fact which is true in a metric space. Let BR(t0)

be the closed ball of radius R centered at t0 (note that we measure the distances on the surface, so
in our case, a ball is a surface region.) Then for any t ∈ BR−ε(t0) the ball centered at t of radius e
~

~

is contained in BR(t0), in fact, Bε(t ' ) ⊂ BR(t0). Therefore, in the preprocessing step we will be
growing balls until their genus changes, without any restriction on their radius. Suppose that we
have grown a mesh region A that includes the ball BR(t0) for some R > e, and the genus of A is
zero. Then we can be assured that any subset of A will also be of genus zero, and since the balls of
radius e centered inside the smaller region BR−ε(t0) are subsets of A, we can exclude them from
the potential seed set. These large regions are seeded in the preprocessing step at randomly chosen
faces of the original mesh (in practice, taking one percent of the original number of faces produces
good results). This procedure greatly reduces the potential seed set for a given e. For example,
without preprocessing, the algorithm takes 1147 seconds to perform filtering with radius 3 on the
David’s head model; while the improved procedure takes only 136 seconds. More performance
numbers can be found in Table 1.
3 Results
We have implemented the algorithm described in the preceding sections and performed various
experiments reducing the topological noise for a number of meshes from the Stanford Archive
[26]. We have found that most of the models reconstructed using Curless and Levoy’s VRIP
method [9] have topological artifacts. We noticed that meshes that were more convoluted in shape
typically have more tiny tunnels than the simple shaped models. In addition, the presence of
topological noise is more frequent in the higher resolution models. We have run our algorithm on
models of different resolution with different threshold radius settings and recorded the number of

tunnels removed and the algorithm’s running time. These results are illustrated in Table 1. [Insert
Figure 8]
We have applied various mesh processing techniques to meshes that have been topologically
filtered using our algorithm with encouraging results. In particular, we were able to apply the
multiresolution remesher of Guskov et al. [18] to the simplified genus zero mesh of David’s
head. The resulting remesh is shown in Figure 7. The base mesh for this remesh contains 262
triangles. It would be impossible to achieve such a small number of patches without first
applying a topology filtering operation to the original data (remember that the original mesh had
340 tunnels). [Insert Figure 9]
Similarly, parameterization of mesh regions is a fundamental part of many remeshing,
texturing, and other mesh processing algorithms. The Figure 7 shows the parameterized mesh
region of the David’s ear. The texture coordinates are assigned with the (u, v)-coordinates
computed with the shape-preserving parameterization of Floater [14]. The original unfiltered
region of this mesh contained twelve tunnels and could not be properly parameterized onto the
unit square. Our algorithm removes all of these tunnels in fifteen seconds, and produces a mesh
that is homeomorphic to a square, allowing it to be parameterized.
Additionally, acquired meshes often contain geometric noise, and have to be filtered with
various mesh smoothing/noise removal techniques. In particular, we used the method described in
Desbrun et al. [10]. If the original mesh contains unnecessary non-trivial topological artifact, the
smoothing procedure typically results in a mesh with artifacts that foil its appearance (such as
flipped triangles), as shown in Figure 8. This is due to the fact that smoothing operators cannot
modify the topology of the mesh, and the presence of these small handles impairs the smoothing
process by limiting its effects. Attempts to smooth the region around small tunnels can potentially

result in collapsing the tunnel, creating undesirable degeneracies. Thus first removing the
topological noise greatly improves the performance of geometric noise re moval procedures, as
illustrated by Figure 8.
Finally, we have explored iterating between removing topological noise and applying
topology preserving mesh [Insert Figure 10] [Insert Table 1][Insert Table 2] simplification.
Running these two processes alternatively decreases the amount of time to discover all the small
tunnels on a given mesh. The results of such an iteration sequence are presented in Table 2 (the
corresponding sequence of meshes is shown in Figure 9). It is clear that if the topology
simplification is used as a part of a multiresolution technique such as remeshing, this gradual
approach would be preferable for efficiency reasons. We leave the complete exploration of these
ideas as future work.
4 Conclusions and future work
Topological noise is a serious problem for many scanned models. This noise results in visible
artifacts when these meshes are smoothed, encumbers parameterization and hinders the
performance of many multiresolution techniques. We have presented a simple criteria for identifying such topological noise and a computational procedure that removes these topological artifacts.
The algorithm is very robust and is able to process extremely large meshes.
In this paper we have focused on removing the topological noise from the original resolution
of the model and did not concern ourselves with larger scale genus changing operations. In fact
most of the tunnels removed with our algorithm are in the very crooked parts of small regions of
the mesh, and their removal does not affect the visual appearance of the model. It would be very
interesting to explore genus changing operations in the multiresolution setting, perhaps directly
within a mesh simplification or remeshing framework. Another exciting prospect for future work

is the direct removal of topological noise from the original volume data.
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Figure 1: Scanned meshes from Stanford 3D model repository [26]. All three meshes are valid 2-manifolds: the
Buddha has genus 104, the dragon has genus 46, and David’s head has genus 340. Most of these tunnels/handles are
noise and can be safely removed.

Figure 2: (a-e) Overview of the algorithm: (a) a small region is grown around a seed face; (b) the genus of the
grown region becomes non-zero; (c) a non-separating cut is found; (d) the mesh is cut; (e) both new holes are
sealed. (f) The left handle is “fully inside” a ball of a small radius; the right handle is not. Note that both handles
could be eliminated by short cuts. Our algorithm will only remove the left handle. (Formally, the left highlighted
region is of genus one, while the right highlighted region is of genus zero.)

Figure 3: Non-manifold closure (Nv = 3) is fixed by making three copies of the vertex v.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: (a) add-triangle operation; (b) close-crack operation; (c) merge-edge operation. Current mesh region
shown in gray, with its boundary in blue.

A boundary splits. Figure 6(a).

Boundaries merge. Figure 6(b).

(1)

(2)

Figure 7: Cutting the mesh. Left: two paths in the dual graph from the faces t and t to the seed face are found by
following the parent links. Note that the closed face path in the dual graph can be reduced as shown by the black
dashed line (two adjacent faces allow a shorter connection rather than taking the longer path through the first
(1)
(2)
common face of the paths p and p ). Right: the non-separating cut with the corresponding local mesh refinement.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: (a) The model of David’s head is remeshed after topological noise has been removed. (b) The
ear region can be easily parameterized onto a square after its topology has been filtered.

Figure 9: Smoothed version of David’s ear (a) and close up view of the smoothed ear after topology filtering (b) and
a close up of the artifacts that occur without filtering (flipped triangles) (c) and a detailed view of the tunnels
causing the artifacts (d).

Figure 10: Using both topology and geometry simplification on the Buddha mesh (see Table 9.) Note that all the
meshes shown here are valid manifolds. The geometry simplification was performed with Raindrop Geomagic
Studio [1]

Table 1: Timings for topological noise removal are given for Pentium III Xeon 550 MHz.

Table 2: Multiple resolutions processing of the Buddha mesh. Mesh simplification was used to reduce the face count
of the models between the topology filtering steps (see Figure 9.) Threshold radius was set to 8 for all runs.

